A simplified method for synthesizing spatially correlated earthquake ground motions is developed based on Hilbert transform and a reference earthquake record. In this method, one reference earthquake record is treated as the original ground motion, based on a series of generated ground motions. This procedure uses the instantaneous amplitude and the instantaneous phase of the record obtained using Hilbert transform to achieve the nonstationarity of ground motion. To establish the coherency between generated ground motions, an incoherence model is employed to describe the relation between the instantaneous phase at the present station and the instantaneous phases at previous stations. This type of phase is defined as the instantaneous coherence phase. In addition, time lag is included in the instantaneous coherence phase to prescribe the wave passage effect. The proposed Hilbert-transformbased method is efficient and avoids cumbersome parameter estimations as well as other drawbacks involved in some traditional synthesizing methods. Applications of this method demonstrate that the generated ground motions are statistically analogous with the reference record.
Introduction
In the past decades, the methods of generating spatially variable ground motions were studied thoroughly. A number of studies demonstrate that the effect of spatially variable ground motions on the responses of long structures is not negligible [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Nowadays, the synthesizing methods [8] [9] [10] [11] based on stochastic process theory are popular and are implemented as a tool in most of the finite-element packages [12] . Stochastic procedures usually include power spectral matrix/incoherence matrix decomposition [13, 14] or spectral factorization [15] , which involves massive calculation, thus decreasing the synthesizing efficiency. In addition, the nonstationarity of ground motion is a significant factor in the process of generating ground motions, which includes intensity nonstationarity and frequency nonstationarity [16] . Intensity nonstationarity is usually achieved by multiplying the generated stationary process using an envelope function. However, this method may not be applicable for simulations based on a recorded accelerogram, because the applied envelop function may not completely present the intensity nonstationarity of the original ground motion. Moreover, studies by Ohsaki [17] showed that the seismic waveform was governed by the distribution of the phase difference spectrum; thus, phase difference spectrum could be used to achieve intensity nonstationarity. Zhu and Feng [18, 19] studied the distribution characteristic of the phase difference spectrum and proposed a method of generating a random phase. This method can achieve full nonstationarity; however, the effect of the randomness of the generated phase on the ground motions is not confirmed. Several methods have been proposed for frequency nonstationarity [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . These methods involve complex processes and massive calculation. Conditional simulation is an alternative and several contributions have been made to the study of ground motion simulation [27, 28] .
In the present paper, a simplified conditional simulation method of synthesizing spatially correlated earthquake ground motions is proposed based on Hilbert transform and earthquake record. In this method, one reference earthquake record is treated as the original ground motion, based on which a series of ground motions are generated. By performing Hilbert transform on the known earthquake record, the instantaneous amplitude and the instantaneous phase of the earthquake record can be obtained. The instantaneous amplitude is utilized as an envelope function to achieve the intensity nonstationarity of each simulated ground motion. To establish the coherency between generated ground motions, a coherence model is employed to describe the relation between the instantaneous phase at the present station and the instantaneous phases at previous stations. The instantaneous coherence phases at different stations are all statistically analogous with that of the known record. Thus every generated ground motion can present similar frequency nonstationarity. This type of phase is defined as an instantaneous coherence phase. In addition, time lag is included in the instantaneous coherence phase to prescribe the wave passage effect. The proposed Hilbert-transformbased method can efficiently achieve intensity nonstationarity and frequency nonstationarity, and this approach avoids cumbersome parameter estimations, as well as other drawbacks involved in some traditional synthesizing methods. The application of this method demonstrates its validity and practical value.
Hilbert Transform
For a real-valued function ( ), its Hilbert transform ( ) is defined as
where denotes the Cauchy principal value of the integral. Thus, by using the Hilbert transform, an analytic signal ( ) which is a complex-valued function can be obtained as follows [29] :
which can be further expressed as
Thus, the original function ( ) can be expressed as
where the independent variable denotes time and time functions ( ) and ( ) are called the instantaneous amplitude and the instantaneous phase function or, by Bendat and Piersol [30] , the envelop signal and the instantaneous phase signal of ( ), respectively. In addition, ( ) represents the amplitude modulation, and cos[ ( )] represents the frequency modulation mechanisms contained in the original signal and ( ) is between -and . In other words, ( ) governs the intensity nonstationarity (or the temporal variation of amplitude), whereas ( ) dominates the frequency nonstationarity (or the temporal variation of frequency content) of the signal ( ).
Proposed Method
In this study, the spatial variation of ground motion is prescribed in terms of wave scattering as well as wave passage effects. The soil condition and geology of the field of interest were assumed to be uniform. The well-known north-south component of the natural ground motion recorded at the El Centro station during the 1940 earthquake in Imperial Valley, California, which had a magnitude of 6.95 Mw, is chosen as the reference accelerogram, as shown in Figure 1(a) . The recorded ground motion exhibits a sampling rate of 50 Hz and the anterior 40.94 s time history of the record is extracted to be studied with a total of 2048 values. First, the instantaneous amplitude ( ) and the instantaneous phase functions ( ) can be obtained by performing the Hilbert transform on the known earthquake record, as indicated in Figures 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. The instantaneous amplitude is treated by the method as an envelop function, with a value that will be preserved into the synthetic samples.
According to (5) , the original earthquake ground motion can be expressed, and the acceleration process at station can be given as
where is the time lag between the two stations given by [13] = ⋅ ,
where denotes the separation distance between the two stations projected parallel to the dominant wave propagation direction and is assumed to be 200 m uniformly; represents the apparent seismic wave velocity in the medium, which is 500 m/s; and , indicates the coherence function between two instantaneous phases. The instantaneous phase at the present station is assumed to be only affected by these phases at previous stations. Thus, the effect of phases at previous stations on the present phase can be expressed by ∑ −1 =0 arccos( , cos( ( ))). The relevant verification is shown in appendix.
Many coherency models were proposed, such as the models proposed by Loh and Lin [31] , Feng and Hu [32] , Loh and Yeh [33] , Hao et al. [34] , and Harichandran and Vanmarcke [35] . In this study, the Sobczyk model [36] is selected to describe the coherency loss between the ground motions at points and as follows:
which reflects the level of coherency loss; = 0.0005 is used in the present paper, which indicates highly correlated motions [37] ; is the incident angle of the incoming wave to the site, and it is assumed to be 0 ∘ .
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Verification of the Proposed Method
To verify the proposed method, a set of comparisons are conducted, including comparison of (1) peak ground accelerations (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV), and peak ground displacement (PGD); (2) Fourier amplitude and response spectra amplitude; and (3) coherence function of simulated motions to those of the known record.
Comparison of PGA, PGV and PGD.
A series of accelerograms at three stations arranged at 200 m, 400 m, and 600 m from the original record are simulated using the proposed methodology. The acceleration, velocity, and displacement time histories at each point are presented in Figures 2-4 , respectively. The waveform of time histories of acceleration, velocity, and displacement at each point are all consistent with the original record. The PGAs, PGVs, and PGDs of the simulated motions are compared with those of the original ground motion, which are presented in Table 1 . The PGA, PGV, and PGD at every station are close to those of the known record. Besides, from those time histories figures, it can be seen that the generated ground motions have the identical intensity nonstationarity and frequency nonstationarity with the original record. These comparison results verify that the simulated ground motions are rational. Figure 5 provides the results of Fourier amplitude of simulated motions compared with those of the original record. Figure 6 presents the response spectra amplitude of simulated motions, as well as that of the original record. The spectral values are close to that of the known record. The comparison of the time-frequency spectra of the generated ground motions to that of the known record is shown in Figure 7 . The time-frequency spectra were obtained by using the short time Fourier transform. The figure shows that both spectral amplitude and tendency are similar to that of the known record. Figure 8 indicates the coherency values between the generated time histories and the known record as well as the corresponding Sobczyk model. A good match can also be observed except for 0,2 and 0,3 in the high frequency range. However, this result is expected because the cross correlation between the generated motions or their coherency values decrease rapidly with frequency as the separation increases [37] . A previous study [38] 
Comparison of Fourier Amplitude and Response Spectra.

Comparison of Coherence.
Conclusion
In this study, an approach was developed to simulate spatially correlated earthquake ground motions based on Hilbert transform and earthquake records where instantaneous coherence phase is defined. In this method, one recorded accelerogram is treated as the original ground motion, based on which a series of ground motions are generated. By performing Hilbert transform on the known earthquake record, the instantaneous amplitude and the instantaneous phase of the earthquake record can be obtained. The instantaneous amplitude is utilized as an envelop function to achieve the intensity nonstationarity of each simulated ground motion. To establish the coherency between generated ground motions, the Sobczyk model is employed in describing the relation between the instantaneous phase at the present station and the instantaneous phases at previous stations. The instantaneous coherence phases at different stations are all statistically analogous with that of the known record. Thus every generated ground motion can present similar frequency nonstationarity. In addition, time lag is included in the instantaneous coherence phase to prescribe the wave passage effect. The proposed Hilbert-transform-based method is concise and avoids many drawbacks involved in some traditional synthesizing methods. The power spectra density of every simulation point is considered to be identical in the proposed method, so it is applicable to the relatively small field only. Because for large-scale field, the power spectra density of each simulation point might be different. Thus, it has been considered that the local site effect should be incorporated in the synthesis method in the future. 
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Appendix Verification for the Instantaneous Coherency Phase
As mentioned above, it is assumed that the soil condition and geology of the field of interest were uniform, so the power spectra density at each point is uniform and the coherency function between th and th point can be given as follows: 
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